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Quantum disorder and quantum chaos in Andreev billiards
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We investigate the crossover from the semiclassical to the quantum description of electron energy states in
a chaotic metal grain connected to a superconductor. We consider the influence of scattering-off point impu-
rities ~quantum disorder! and of quantum diffraction~quantum chaos! on the electron density of states. We
show that both the quantum disorder and the quantum chaos open a gap near the Fermi energy. The size of the
gap is determined by the mean free time in disordered systems and by the Ehrenfest time in clean chaotic
systems. Particularly, if both times become infinitely large, the density of states is gapless, and if either of these
times becomes shorter than the electron escape time, the density of states is described by random matrix theory.
Using the Usadel equation, we also study the density of states in a grain connected to a superconductor by a
diffusive contact.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Condensed-matter physics usually deals with quan
disorder. Quantum disordered systems contain random im
rities with the characteristic size smaller than the elect
Fermi wavelengthlF . In these systems, electrons travel b
tween scattering-off impurities along classical trajectori
but the scattering is described by quantum mechanics. A
aging over impurity configurations leads to quantum effe
in disordered systems.1

Recently, new quantum systems—quantum dots—w
created.2 In quantum dots the size of irregularities is mu
larger than the electron wavelength, therefore electron
tion may be determined by a semiclassical theory.

In the semiclassical limit certain thermodynamic and
netic quantities can be calculated by expansion in power
the Plank’s constant\.3 This expansion corresponds to
series in powers oflF /L, whereL is the characteristic length
scale of the system andlF is the electron Fermi wavelength
For other quantities such semiclassical description is justi
only for times shorter than the Ehrenfest timetE. At longer
times a crossover from semiclassical to quantum descrip
of these quantities takes place.@Ehrenfest4 demonstrated tha
the semiclassical description of motion of a quantum part
is justified for short times.#

What is the Ehrenfest time in classically chaotic system
where the classical motion is governed by exponential div
gence of trajectories? It was shown in Refs. 5–7, that
Ehrenfest time logarithmically depends on\. Indeed, in
semiclassical theory, a particle is represented by a w
packet—a superposition of particle wave functions. The s
of the wave packet cannot be smaller than the electron w
lengthlF and cannot be larger than the characteristic scaL
of variations of the potential energy. In chaotic systems
size of any wave-packet exponentially increases in tim
Thus, the wave packet increases from its initial sizelF to
size d(t)5lF exp(lt) as time t increases and expands
scale of the systemL after the Ehrenfest timetE
5l21ln L/lF , wherel is a typical value of the Lyapunov
exponent.
0163-1829/2003/67~11!/115335~19!/$20.00 67 1153
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We refer to a particle motion at time longer than t
Ehrenfest time as a regime of quantum chaos. Quan
chaos affects different phenomena of condensed-ma
physics. In a metal with random long-range potential t
weak-localization correction to the alternating-curre
~a.c.!—conductance at frequencyv is absent at high fre-
quencies,vtE@1.7 Nonetheless, at lower frequencies,vtE
!1, the weak-localization correction to the conductan
reaches its universal quantum limit.

The statistics of electron levels is correctly described
the Gutzwiller trace formula at large energies,«tE@1. At
small energies,«tE!1, energy levels obey the Wigne
Dyson statistics. At intermediate energies,«tE;1, the weak-
localization effects are important for understanding of t
level statistics.8

The shot noise through a chaotic quantum dot is absen
the electron escape timetesc from the dot is shorter than th
Ehrenfest time,tesc!tE. In the opposite limit of longtesc
@tE, the shot noise reaches its universal value.9,10

The semiclassical method in theory of superconductiv
was developed by de Gennes and Tinkham11 and Shapoval12

for the description of the diffusive electron scattering at s
faces. The applications11–13of the semiclassical method gav
a basis for a belief14,15 that in order to obtain electron prop
erties of a superconductor, first, electron states in the su
conductor can be found as solutions of semiclassical eq
tions and, then, these solutions can be averaged
different classical trajectories. However, a more detai
analysis5 demonstrated that in certain problems@e.g., in cal-
culations of the magnetic penetration depth as a function
an applied magnetic field#, the semiclassical method does n
work, and the averaging over classical trajectories give
different result than that obtained by the standard techni
of averaging over impurities.16

According to Ref. 5, even for a system with smooth lon
range disorder,L@lF , the semiclassical method is appl
cable only at time smaller than the Ehrenfest timetE. This
paper~see Ref. 5! explains the discrepancy between sem
classical and quantum methods in theory of superconduc
ity: within the semiclassical approach electrons and ho
©2003 The American Physical Society35-1
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move in opposite directions along identical trajectories ins
a superconductor. Because quantum diffraction switc
electrons and holes between different trajectories, such s
classical description breaks down at times larger than
Ehrenfest timetE. The Ehrenfest timetE and the Lyapunov
exponentl were calculated for electron systems with smoo
impurities of the sizeL@lF in Ref. 5.

In this paper, we study the density of states in an Andr
billiard. An Andreev billiard is a small chaotic metal grain o
semiconductor quantum dot2 connected to a superconduct
through a superconductor normal metal~SN! contact. Elec-
tron reflection at the contact is described by the Andre
reflection mechanism,17 when an electron is reflected as
hole, moving in the opposite direction. The density of sta
in Andreev billiards was studied both by semiclassical18–20

and quantum methods.20 The semiclassical method gives a
exponentially small but nonzero tail of the density of sta
for any finite energy, see Refs. 18 and 19. On the contr
quantum calculations20 within random matrix theory predic
a gap in the energy spectrum.21 @Both curves of the density
of states are presented below in Sec. III B 2.#

The difference between semiclassical and random ma
results for the density of states has attracted theoretical in
est to this problem.22–24 Based on the approach of Refs.
and 25, the authors of Ref. 22 gave a qualitative explana
of the difference between the semiclassical and the ran
matrix methods. They argued that the crossover happen
energy of the order of the inverse Ehrenfest time 1/tE. Pa-
pers~see Refs. 23 and 24! presented quantitative results fo
the energy gap and we discuss these results in Sec. V.

We show that in both disordered and chaotic Andre
billiards the density of states has a gap and a square-
singularity above the gap. We study a disordered Andr
billiard, containing isotropic point scatters, characterized
arbitrary mean free pathl 0. We investigate the crossove
from the semiclassical18,19 to quantum regime20 as parameter
l 0 / l esc decreases~here, l esc5tescvF is the average length o
trajectories in the dot andvF is the Fermi velocity!. We fur-
ther demonstrate that the random matrix result of Ref. 20
reflectionless contact is applicable only at intermediate
purity concentration, when the mean free pathl 0 is smaller
than a typical length of trajectories in the dot,vFtesc, and
longer than sizeb of the SN contact,b! l 0!vFtesc. As the
mean free path becomes shorter than the SN contact
l 0!b, we find the density of states, described by a solut
of the Usadel equation.

For the clean chaotic billiards, we apply general metho
developed in Refs. 7–9 and 25 to study the density of sta
We investigate the crossover from the semiclassical limit18,19,
tE/tesc→`, to a random matrix limit,20 tE/tesc→0, and cal-
culate the energy gapEg as a function oftE/tesc. We find
that the energy dependence of the density of states ha
oscillating component if the Ehrenfest time is finite, see a
Ref. 23.

We demonstrate that the density of states has diffe
shapes for systems with different values of the strength
disorder or chaos. In all cases, the density of states h
finite energy gap. The corresponding curves of the densit
states are different and cannot be transformed into each o
11533
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by change of energy scales. Particularly, we consider
high energy asymptote of the density of states,«tesc@1, and
show that the crossover between the semiclassical and q
tum regimes can be understood as a suppression of repe
trajectories.

This paper is organized as follows. In the following se
tion, we present basic parameters of the model and introd
the Eilenberger equation. In Sec. III, we consider syste
with quantum disorder. In Sec. IV, we study the effect
quantum chaos on the density of states. Section V cont
discussion and conclusions.

II. MODEL

We consider a smalld-dimensional metal grain connecte
to a superconductor, see Fig. 1. The characteristic size o
grain isL and its volume isVg}Ld, with d being dimension
of a system~in two-dimensional systemVg}L2 stands for the
dot’s area!. We assume that the sizeb of the contact between
the metal grain and the superconductor is small, so thaL
@b, and denote the (d21)-dimension area of the contact b
Sc}bd21. We also include a random elastic potential into o
model, which determines the effect of impurities or irreg
larities inside the grain and at its boundaries. The len
scale between consequent scatterings-off this potential is
ferred to as the mean free pathl 05vFt0 andt0 is the mean
free time. According to the relation between mean free p
l 0 and the size of the systemL, we can distinguish ballistic
l 0@L, or diffusive, l 0!L, limits.

An important energy parameter for a metal grain is t
Thouless energy, which is inversely proportional to the
godic timeterg. The ergodic time is the characteristic tim
scale which determines how long it takes for an electron
reach boundaries of the system from arbitrary point in
grain, i.e., to explore the whole phase space of the syst
The ergodic time is different in ballistic and diffusive sy
tems. In ballistic systems, the ergodic time is determined
time between collisions with the system boundaries,terg
;L/vF , on the other hand, in the diffusive regime ergod
time is defined by the diffusion time between boundari
terg;L2/D, whereD5vFl 0 /d is the diffusion constant.

Another characteristic time of the system is the esc
time tesc, which determines how long electrons spend in t
grain before colliding with the contact. This time can b
estimated as the ratio of the total boundary area and are
the contact, multiplied by the ergodic time. Indeed, the
godic time determines time between collisions with boun

FIG. 1. A sketch of an Andreev billiard: a metal grain (N),
connected to a superconductor (S). The size of the grain isL, and
the size of the contact isb.
5-2
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QUANTUM DISORDER AND QUANTUM CHAOS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115335 ~2003!
aries, and the areas ratio determines the average numb
collisions with closed boundaries before a collision with t
contact takes place. We havetesc}terg(L/b)d21. We quantify
the escape time from the dot for a two-dimensional sys
by considering the volumeG of the phase space of the grai
The integral over the phase space of the dot can be calcu
using two different approaches. First, directly integrati
over the direction of the momentumn and the volume of the
grain, we obtainG52pVg . On the other hand, every point i
the phase space is uniquely determined by a trajectory, s
ing at the superconductor normal metal contact~SN contact!.
The integral over the phase space in this case can be re
sented as

G5E
2p/2

p/2

duE
Sc

cosu l ~u,b!db52l escSc , ~1!

and we obtain the escape timetesc5 l esc/vF ,

gesc5
1

tesc
5

vFSc

pVg
, ~2!

whereVg is the area of two-dimensional metal. Below w
will usually use the escape rategesc51/tesc.

We emphasize, that the escape timetesc, Eq.~2!, based on
the trajectory calculation coincides with the escape time,
fined in the random matrix theory as\/tesc5Nd1/2p, where
N is the number of open channels in the contact,N
52b/lF , d152p\2/meSg is the mean level spacing,lF is
the Fermi wavelength,me is the electron effective mass, an
Sg is the area of the dot. In this paper, we assumed1 to be
negligibly small andN to be large.

The superconductivity order parameterD is constant in-
side the superconducting lead and vanishes fast at the co
with the metal grain. We consider the limit of strong sup
conductivity,D@gesc, and study the density of states at e
ergy «;gesc much smaller than the energy gapD in the
superconductor,«!D.

The electron Hamiltonian is the sum of kinetic and pote
tial terms,

H5
p2

2m
2«F1Vs~r !1Vq~r !, ~3!

where the potential termVs(r )1Vq(r ) is divided into semi-
classical smoothVs part, which describes the effect of th
grain boundaries, and the quantum partVq , which represents
impurity scattering:Vq(r )5( iVid(r2Ri). We write the full
Hamiltonian in the Gorkov-Nambu space as

ĤGN5H t̂z1D̂~r !, ~4!

where the termD̂(r )5 t̂xDũ(r ) takes into account supercon
ductor pairing,t̂x,z are the Pauli matrices andũ(r )51 inside
the superconductor and vanishes otherwise. This approx
tion for the coordinate dependence of the order paramet
justified in the limit of strong superconductivity,D@«.

We introduce the Green’s function as an inverse funct
of the Hamiltonian:
11533
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~«2ĤGN!Ĝ~«,r ,r 8!5d~r2r 8!1̂ ~5!

and perform the Wigner transformation

Ĝ~«,R,p!5E eiprĜ~«,R1r /2,R2r /2!dr . ~6!

Next, we change coordinates in the phase space fromr andp
to j andx, wherej5H(r ,p)2«F andx5~r ,n! with n5p/upu.
The reduced Green’s function is obtained by integration o
j,

Ĝ~«,x!5S g~«,x! f 1~«,x!

f 2~«,x! 2g~«,x!D 5
i

pnE Ĝ~«,j,x!dj,

~7!

wheren is the density of states in the grain per spin degree
freedom in the absence of superconductor. The semiclas
Green’s function allows us to calculate electron density
states in the system as an integral over the phase spa
electrons in the grain:

N~«!5nReE Tr$t̂zĜ~«,x!%
dx

Vd
. ~8!

An element of the phase spacedx is dx5drdVn ; an ele-
ment dVn denotes a measure on a sphere of a unit rad
representing electron momentum directionn, andVd is the
total area of a sphere of a unit radius ind-dimensional space
V252p andV354p.

The reduced Green’s functionĜ(«,x) satisfies the Eilen-
berger equation,5,26

@ i«t̂z1D̂~r !,Ĝ~«,x!#2LĜ~«,x!5I @ Ĝ~«,x!#, ~9!

where@•,•# stands for a commutator,

L5
p

m

]

]r
2

]Vs~r !

]r

]

]p
~10!

is the Liouville operator, andI @ Ĝ(«,x)# is the scattering
term. The scattering term takes into account quantum pa
the potentialVq , introduced in Eq.~3!. A general form for
the scattering term in the Bohr approximation is

I @ Ĝ~r ,n!#5@Ŝ~r ,n!,Ĝ~r ,n!#, ~11a!

whereŜ(r ) stands for the integral

Ŝ~«,r ,n!5S s0~«,r ,n! s1~«,r ,n!

s2~«,r ,n! 2s0~«,r ,n!D
5pnniE Ĝ~r ,n8!uVq~n82n!u2

dVn8
Vd

, ~11b!

over direction of momentumn at the Fermi surface,Vi(n
2n8) represents the scattering amplitude of a single im
rity, the impurity concentration isni .

A solution of the Eilenberger equation, Eq.~9!, is re-
stricted by the constraints
5-3
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Ĝ2~«,x!51̂, Tr Ĝ~«,x!50, ~12!

which represent the normalization conditions forĜ(«,x).
Inside the superconductor at distancej away from the SN

contact the Green’s function is given by

Ĝ~«,j!5 t̂x1a1e2DjS 1 21

1 21D 1a2e22DjS 1 1

21 21D ,

~13!

wherej,0 for electrons moving in the superconductor t
wards the grain andj.0 for electrons moving in the supe
conductor away from the grain. The requirement that
Green’s function inside the superconductor relaxes
Ĝ(«,j)5 t̂x , gives the following form of the Green’s func
tion Ĝs(«,x) at the SN contact inside the superconductor:18

Ĝs~«,x!5 t̂x1aS 1 2§

§ 21D , ~14!

where §511 for electrons incoming to the grain, i.e.,nns
.0, and§521 for outgoing electrons,nns,0. Here,ns is a
unit vector perpendicular to the superconductor-metal in
face and directed to the grain. The second term of Eq.~14!
has a specific form, so that it corresponds to a vanish
solution of the Eilenberger equation inside the sup
conductor.18 Coefficienta is a free parameter. For a refle
tionless SN contact the Green’s function is continuous
Eq. ~14! represents the boundary conditions for electr
Green’s functions inside the grain at the SN contact.

We represent a point of the phase space by its coordi
r and the direction of the electron momentumn. Alterna-
tively, we can parameterize the phase space by trajecto
which begin and end at the SN interface. Since only o
trajectory goes through pointr in directionn, the trajectory
and the distancez along this trajectory, measured from th
starting point, uniquely represent pointx5(r ,n) of the phase
space. Below we often use the trajectory parameterizatio
the phase. A point at the SN contact withnns.0 has always
z50, and a point at the contact withnns,0 hasz5 l , where
l is the length of the corresponding trajectory. We omit t
Fermi velocity and imply that the distancez is measured in
time units. In this case,z corresponds to time, which electro
travels from the beginning of a trajectory to a given poi
and l is the total time of motion along this trajectory.

The normalization conditions, Eq.~12!, for the semiclas-
sical Green’s functionĜ(«,x) leaves only two independen
functions, which parameterize the matrixĜ(«,x). For certain
purposes it is convenient to choose the Riccati parametr
tion in terms of functionsa65a6(«,x):27

Ĝ5
1

11a1a2
S 12a1a2 2a1

2a2 a1a221D . ~15!

The Eilenberger equations for functionsa6(«,x) acquire
the following form:

~2i«2L!a15s2a1
2 12s0a12s1 , ~16a!
11533
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Here, the self-energy elementss65s6(«,x) and s0
5s0(«,x) are defined by Eq.~11b!.

The boundary conditions, Eq.~14!, acquire a simple form
in the Riccati parameterization. Using the continuity con
tion for the semiclassical Green’s functionĜ(«,x) at the SN
interface, and comparing Eqs.~15! and ~14!, we find that
a1(«,l )51 at the end of a trajectory of lengthl, @§,0 in
Eq. ~14!# and a2(«,z5 l ) is not restrained and reflects
freedom of factora in Eq. ~14!. Similarly, a2(«,0)51 for
incoming electrons,§.0, while a1(«,z) is a free parameter
see Table I.

In the limit of strong superconductivity,D@«, an electron
moves along some trajectory and when it is Andreev
flected as a hole, the hole moves in the opposite direc
along the same trajectory. Functionsa6(«,r ,n), which de-
scribe electron Green’s function in the Riccati parametri
tion, Eq. ~15!, have the meaning of the phase factor, whi
electron-hole pairs acquire as a result of a single Andr
reflection at the SN contact while they travel from the co
tact to point$r ,n% ~note the boundary conditions in Table I!.
We refer toa6(«,r ,n) as wave functions of an electron-ho
pairs at point$r ,n%. The off-diagonal elements of the Green
function Ĝ(«,x) may be represented as a series ina6(«,r ,n)
and correspond to the full amplitude, which takes into a
count multiple Andreev reflections, see Fig. 2. The diago

TABLE I. The boundary conditions for the functionsa6(«,z).

a1(«,z) a2(«,z)

z50 unrestrained 1
z5 l 1 unrestrained

FIG. 2. In this figure, we demonstrate the meaning of the Ricc
parameterization, introduced by Eq.~15!. Functionsa6(«,x) repre-
sent a result of a single Andreev reflection on the SN interfa
Particularly,a2(«,x) describes the process, in which an electr
from point x travels to the SN contact and experiences an Andr
reflection, then a hole moves along exactly the same trajectory b
to pointx. In this figure electrons, represented by a solid line, mo
from right to left and holes, shown by a dashed lines, move fr
left to right. The elementsf 6(«,x) andg(«,x) may be represented
in powers of thea6(«,x) functions.
5-4
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QUANTUM DISORDER AND QUANTUM CHAOS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115335 ~2003!
element of the Green’s function may also be written in
form of a series, which gives us the following expression
the electron density of states in the grain:

N~«!5
2

d1
E dx

VgVd

3S 112(
k51

`

~21!kRe$a1
k ~«,x!a2

k ~«,x!% D .

~17!

Here,d15nVg is the mean level spacing of electron states
the grain of the volumeVg . Thekth term of this series rep
resents the effect ofk Andreev reflections. We notice, that th
first term of this expansion~unity! correspond to electron
Green’s function in the grain without superconductivity
the contact.

In conclusion of this section, we make the following o
servation. The scattering term vanishes after integration o
the direction of momentum at each point of coordinate spa
If we integrate the Eilenberger equation in the form of E
~9! over the phase space, we obtain

E
Sc

nnsĜ~«,r ,n!dSc

dVn

Vd
5 i«E

Vg

@ t̂z ,Ĝ~«,r ,n!#dr
dVn

Vd
,

~18!

wheredSc is an element of the SN interface andns is a unit
vector, perpendicular todSc . We notice that the diagona
part of Eq.~18! gives

E
Sc

nnsg~«,r ,n!dScdVn50. ~19a!

The latter equation represents conservation of the ele
charge in the grain. The left-hand side part of the o
diagonal part of Eq.~18! contains the following difference
f 1(«,l )2 f 1(«,0) of the off-diagonal elements of th
Green’s function at the terminals of trajectory of lengthl.
From the boundary conditions, defined by Eq.~14!, we know
that f 1(«,z) and g(«,z) are related at the trajectory term
nals,

f 1~«,0!512g~«,0!,

f 1~«,l !511g~«,l !.

These relations allow us to write the following equation f
the off-diagonal part of Eq.~18!:

E
Sc

unnsug~«,r ,n!dSc

dVn

Vd
52i«E

Vg

f ~«,r ,n!dr
dVn

Vd
.

~19b!

This equation makes a connection between the boundary
ues of the Green’s function and the integral of the Gree
function over the phase space in the metal grain.
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III. QUANTUM DISORDER

In this section, we study density of states in the di
system, when the quantum part of the potential is produ
by small~point! impurities. The collision term can be writte
in the form of Eqs.~11!.

The mean free time is defined as the integral over diff
ent directions of momentum:

1

t0
52pnniE uVq~n2n8!u2

dVn

Vd
. ~20!

Note, that the angular dependence of the Green’s func
introduces scattering time, different from the mean free p
t0. Particularly, in the Usadel equation angular depende
of the Green’s function on the momentum direction leads
the appearance of the transport mean free timet tr , see Eq.
~22! below.

In this section, we assume that the scattering potential
no sharp angle dependence, and we use the mean free tim
a characteristic value of the impurity scattering strength.

A. Diffusive contact

In the limit when the scattering is strong, Eilenberg
equation reduces to the Usadel equation28 @we will discuss
conditions for applicability of the Usadel equation below#. In
this limit, the Eilenberger Green’s function weakly depen
on the direction of the momentumn and we represen
Green’s function in the form, Ĝ(«,r ,n)5Ĝ0(«,r )
1nĝ1(«,r ), where we assumeĜ0(«,r )@ng1(«,r ). Taking
into account the normalization condition, Eq.~12!, we find

g1~«,r !52vFt trĜ~«,r !
]

]r
Ĝ~«,r !, ~21!

where we introduced the transport mean free timet tr ,

1

t tr
52nniE ~12nn8!uVq~n82n!u2

ddn

Vd
. ~22!

Substitutingg1(«,r ) into the Eilenberger equation, Eq.~9!,
we obtain the Usadel equation for a system with tim
reversal symmetry,

D¹2Q52i« sinQ22D~r !cosQ, ~23!

where we parameterize the Green’s function byQ5Q~«,r !

Ĝ5S cosQ sinQ

sinQ 2cosQ
D ~24!

and D5vF
2t tr /d is the diffusion coefficient. We solve th

Usadel equation for ad-dimensional metal grain of volume
Vg}Ld, connected to a superconductor by a small contac
the areaSc , see Fig. 1. In the normal region, we substitu
D50 into Eq.~23! and integrate the resulting equation ov
the volumeVg of the grain,

DE
Sc

ns¹Q~«,s!dSc52i«E
Vg

sinQ~«,r !dr , ~25!
5-5
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where the integral in the left-hand side is taken over the a
of the contactSc , andns denotes the normal vector at the S
contact. SinceQ~r ! varies only close to the contact, we n
glect variation ofQ and replace the right-hand side of E
~25! by 2«VgsinQ0, where Q0 is an asymptotic value o
Q~r ! away from the contact.

To calculate the left-hand side of Eq.~25!, we solve the
following equation:

D¹2Q50, ~26!

neglecting the term with energy« in the Usadel equation
This approximation is justified for energy smaller than t
characteristic value of the left-hand side of Eq.~26!, which
we estimate asD/b2.

We notice that Eq.~26! coincides with equation¹2w(r )
50 for an electrostatic potentialw~r ! in the problem of cal-
culation of the current

I 5E
Sc

nsjdSc

through the contact. We can write the Ohms lawI 5(wc
2w0)/Rc for the currentI, wherewc andw0 are the values of
the electric potentialw at the contact and inside the grai
respectively, andRc is the resistance of the contact. The co
tact resistanceRc depends on the geometry of the conta
For a circular contact with diameterb, we havesRc}1/b for
a three-dimensional system andsRc} ln L/b for a two-
dimensional system.

Identifying the left-hand side of Eq.~25! with the current
I and the Usadel parameterQ~r ! with the electric potential
w~r !, we reduce the solution of the Usadel equation to
electrostatic problem. Then, using the boundary condition
Q5p/2 at the contact and introducing the value of the p
rameterQ in the grain asQ5p/22q, we obtain the equation
for q,

q52i
«

gc
cosq, gc5

D

sRcVg
. ~27!

Here we introduced the quantitygc , which has a meaning o
the electron escape rate from the grain with a diffusive c
tact. Becauses}e2nD/\, we have gc}(\/e2Rc)(1/nVg)
5Gdiffd1/2p, whereGdiff5h/e2Rc is the number of trans
parent channels in the SN contact@compare gc to gesc
5Nd1/2p for a contact withN open channels, when th
conductance of the contact isN].

The density of states in the grain is given by the real p
of the Eilenberger Green’s function

N~«!5
2

d1
Re sinq. ~28!

and vanishes, ifq is purely imaginary.
Equations~27! and~28! for the density of states of a grai

connected to a superconductor through a diffusive con
are derived here from the Usadel equation, Eq.~23!. We
notice, that the same result may be obtained by random
trix theory methods,20 using the Dorokhov distribution29 for
the transmission eigenvalues of the contact.30
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For small energy«,Eg
U , Eq. ~27! has only imaginary

solutions, and the spectrum begins at threshold energyEg
U ,

whereq acquires a real part. From Eq.~27!, we find the gap
energyEg

Eg
U'0.331gc . ~29a!

Above the gap energyEg
U the density of states exhibits

square-root singularity

N~«!5
cU

d1
A «

Eg
U

21 ~29b!

and the numerical constantcU'3.62. At higher energy the
density of states approaches its metal valuen, according to
the following expression:

N~«!5
2

d1
S 11

p2

32

gc
2

«2D . ~30!

We plot the density of states, described by Eq.~28! through a
solution of Eq.~27!, in Fig. 3 by a solid line. For compari
son, we present the random matrix result20 for the case of
reflectionless channels by a solid line.30

This result is applicable for«!D/b2. At larger energies,
«;D/b2, Eq. ~26! and, consequently, Eq.~27! for the pa-
rameterq are no longer valid.

It is instructive to compare the result of Eqs.~29! with the
solution of Usadel equation in the one-dimensional case
wires of lengthL with both ends connected to a superco
ductor, see Refs. 31 and 32. The value of the energy gap
density of states above the gap are given by

Eg'3.12
D

L2
, N~«!'

2.30

d1
A «

Eg
21. ~31!

We observe thatEg;D/L2. In this case the Laplacian term
in Eq. ~25! is comparable with the energy term and appro
mation of Eq.~26! is not applicable. The Green’s function

FIG. 3. The plot shows density of states in an Andreev billia
with strong disorder, when the mean free pathl 0 is smaller than the
size of the SN contactb @solid line#. The units of the horizontal axis
«/g represent energy in terms ofg5gc , see Eq.~27!. For compari-
son, we plot the density of states obtained within a random ma
theory ~see Ref. 20 and Sec. III B 1 of this paper! as a function of
dimensionless energyg5gesc, wheregescis the escape rate@dashed
line#.
5-6
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obtained as a result of exact integration of the o
dimensional sine-Gordon equation.31,32

Deriving Eq.~21!, we have to assume thatnĝ1!1, on the
other hand, using Eq.~21! and taking into account tha
“Ĝ(r );1/b, we obtainnĝ1; l 0 /b. The result of Eqs.~29!
and ~30! is valid in the limit whenl 0!b. Beyond this limit
the Usadel equation is not applicable.

For one-dimensional systems, the density of states
studied beyond the Usadel equation in Ref. 33, where
arbitrary relation between the system sizeL and the mean
free pathl 0 was considered. The conclusion of Ref. 33 is th
there always exists a finite-energy gap in the density
states.

B. Ballistic contact

In this section, we study the density of states in the lim
when the mean free path is larger than the size of the con
l 0@b. In the intermediate regime,b; l 0, the result depends
on specific geometry of the contact, and the solution of
Eilenberger equation may be studied numerically in the sp
of Ref. 33.

1. Random matrix limit

Here, we consider the limit of short mean free timet0
!tesc. The Green’s function coincides with the Green
function at the contact, see Eq.~14! only at small distances
z&t0 or l 2z&t0 along trajectories from the terminals o
these trajectories. After several scatterings, at distan
larger than the mean free path, the Green’s function avera
out and becomes independent from momentum direction
coordinate. We refer to this coordinate independent par
the Green’s function as a zero mode and define it by

Ĝ05S g0~«! f 0~«!

f 0~«! 2g0~«!
D

5
1

11a0
2~«!

S 12a0
2~«! 2a0~«!

2a0~«! 211a0
2~«!

D . ~32!

Here, the second equation introduces the Riccati param
ization of the zero mode component in terms of a sin
function a0(«), see Eq.~15!.

The Green’s functionĜT(«,z) near the boundaries (z
50,l ) is

Ĝ~«,0!5ĜT~«,l !5S g~«,0! f 1~«,0!

f 2~«,0! 2g~«,0!
D

5
1

11a0~«! S 12a0~«! 2a0~«!

2 211a0~«!
D . ~33!

Here, we took into account the boundary conditionsa2(«)
51 for incoming electrons anda1(«)51 for outgoing elec-
trons, see Table I. The unrestrained values ofa1(«) and
a2(«) at the SN contact coincide with the zero mode va
a0(«) inside the grain.
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At sufficiently small values of the mean free timet0, we
neglect the contribution to the average value of the Gree
function from the parts of trajectories close to the SN co
tact, whereĜ(«,z) is given by Eq.~33!, since this contribu-
tion is as small asgesct0, wheregesc is defined by Eq.~2! in
terms of the contact area and the grain volume. Then,
integral Eq.~19b! reduces to

gescg~«,0!5 i« f 0~«!. ~34!

Substituting f 0(«) from Eq. ~32! and g(«,0) from Eq.
~33! into Eq. ~34!, we rewrite Eq.~34! in the form

gesc

12a0~«!

11a0~«!
5 i«

2a0~«!

11a0
2~«!

. ~35!

We substitutea0(«)5exp(22ic) and reduce Eq.~35! to

tanc cos 2c5
«

gesc
. ~36!

The density of states

N~«!5
2

d1
Re@g0~«!#5

2

d1
Im tan 2c ~37!

is defined by Eq.~32! in terms of the solutiona0(«) and is
finite only if c has an imaginary part. The function in th
left-hand side of Eq.~36! has a maximum at certain valu
cm5arccos(A11(5)1/2/2)'0.45 and we define

Eg
rmt5tancmcos 2cmgesc5A5~5!1/2211

2
gesc'0.30gesc.

~38a!

At small energy«,Eg
rmt , Eq. ~36! has real solutions and th

density of states vanishes. Above the gap, we expand
left-hand side of Eq.~36! in c2cm as y(c2cm)25Eg

rmt

2«, with y'2.17, and obtain that the density of states ha
square-root singularity above the gap

N~«!5
crmt

d1
A «

Eg
rmt

21, ~38b!

with crmt52A214/51/2'3.89.
At energies larger than the escape rategesc, the density of

states approaches the normal metal value 2/d1, according to

N~«!5
2

d1
S 11

gesc
2

2«2D . ~39!

The plot of the density of states is presented in Fig. 3 by
dashed line. We emphasize that the above result for the
sity of states, Eqs.~36!–~39! coincides with the result of Ref
20 obtained within random matrix theory.21

2. Crossover regime

Here, we consider arbitrary mean free timet0;tesc due
to scattering-off isotropic impurities. In this case, we ha
the following form of the self-energy:
5-7
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Ŝ~«!5
1

2t0
E Ĝ~«,r ,n!

dVn

Vd
, ~40!

i.e., the self-energy is proportional to the angle average
the Green’s function at pointr inside the grain. For smal
dots, when the Thouless energyETh is the largest energy
scale of the grain, we will make a conjecture, that the av
aging over direction of electron momentum is equivalent
averaging over the full phase space of the system:

^Ĝ~«,r ,n!&5
1

Vg
E Ĝ~«,r ,n!dr

dVn

Vd
5E Ĝ~«,r ,n!

dVn

Vd
.

~41!

Indeed, different directions of the momentum represent c
tributions from different points of the grain, since we assu
that the Green’s function does not change fast at short p
of trajectories, corresponding to electron motion during
ergodic timeterg51/ETh . The Green’s functionĜ(«,x) sat-
isfies the Eilenberger equation in the form,

LĜ~«,r ,n!5@Ĥeff~«!,Ĝ~«,r ,n!#, ~42a!

where

Ĥeff5S G0 F0

F0 2G0D 5 i«t̂z1
1

2t0
^Ĝ~«,r ,n!&. ~42b!

Assuming that Ĥeff(«) is fixed, Eq. ~42a! is linear in
Ĝ(«,r ,n). We choose the parametrization of the grain
phase space in terms of the classical trajectories, which
through space pointr and in the direction ofn. Then, the
solution of Eq.~42a! can be found for each trajectory as
function of the coordinate along the trajectoryz, since the
Liouville operator has the formL5]/]z. In this trajectory
parametrization of the phase space, the smooth part of
potentialVs is taken into account as the refraction of traje
tories.

The solution to Eq.~42a! can be written in terms of thre
matrices,

%̂z5
1

D0
Ĥeff ; %̂65

1

2D0
S 2F0 G06D0

G07D0 F0 D . ~43!

Matrices%̂z and %̂6 are related to the Pauli matricest̂z and
t̂65( t̂x6 i t̂y)/2 through a rotation in the Gorkov-Namb
space, which diagonalizes the HamiltonianĤeff , see Eq.
~42b!. If Ĥeff is diagonal, matrices%̂ i coincide with matrices
t̂ i . A general solution of Eq.~42a! is

Ĝ~«,z!5az%̂z1a1%̂1e2D0(z2 l /2)1a2%̂2e22D0(z2 l /2),
~44!

where D0
25G0

21F0
2 and coordinatez is a length along a

trajectory of lengthl. Coefficientsaz and a6 are uniquely
determined by the boundary conditions, Eq.~14!. We have

az5
F0coshD0l 1D0sinhD0l

D0coshD0l 1F0sinhD0l
, ~45a!
11533
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a65
G0

D0coshD0l 1F0sinhD0l
. ~45b!

The average of the Green’s function is defined as the
tegral over the phase space, which in the trajectory par
eterization of the phase space is

^Ĝ~«,r ,n!&5gescE
0

`

dlP~ l !E
0

l

Ĝl~«,x!dz, ~46!

where we first integrateĜ(«,x) along a trajectory of lengthl,
and then average the result over trajectories of differ
length l with the weight

P~ l !5gescexp~2gescl !. ~47!

Here,gescis escape rate, or inverse average escape timetesc,
defined by Eq.~2!.

Performing the integrations, we obtain

^Ĝ~«,r ,n!&5
1

coshu S h1sinhu2h2 h11h2sinhu

h11h2sinhu h22h1sinhu D ,

~48!

and coefficientsh1,2 are

h15112(
k51

`
~21!kgesc

2

~2F0k coshu1gesc!
2
tanh2k

u

2
,

h25
gesc

F0coshu
tanh

u

2

1
2gesc

F0sinhu (
k51

`
~21!kgesc

2F0k coshu1gesc
tanh2k

u

2
. ~49!

Here, we introduced a short hand notationu, defined through
G05F0sinhu andD05F0coshu.

In these calculations, Eqs.~42b! and~48! represent a self-
consistent system of equation forF0 and G0 ~or u!. The
solution of this self-consistency equation gives the elect
density of states in the grain,

N~«!5
2

d1
ReH h1tanhu2h2

1

coshuJ . ~50!

The density of states, in the form of Eq.~50! supplied
with the self-consistency equations@Eqs. ~42! and ~48!#, is
the main result of this section. These equations can be so
numerically for an arbitrary value oft0gesc. In Fig. 4, we
plot N~«! for weak disorder,t0gesc510, and for moderately
strong disorder,t0gesc50.7, by dash-dotted and dotted line
respectively. For weak disorder, the density of states is s
lar to the semiclassical result@dashed line#, although it ex-
hibits the gapEg'0.09gesc. The gap is not noticeable in Fig
4, since the overall number of states near the gap is alre
exponentially small. As the strength of disorder increas
t0

21*gesc, the density of states acquire the form, similar
the random matrix result@solid line#, see the dotted line in
Fig. 4 for thet0gesc50.7 case shown only for«,0.5gesc.
5-8
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We also present the energy gapEg as a function of the mean
free time t0. As t0 increases, the gap size monotonica
decreases, see Fig. 5.

Now we show, that both the semiclassical result18,19 and
the random matrix result20 may be obtained from Eqs.~42!,
~48!, and ~50!. In the absence of impurity scattering,t0
→`, we obtain the ballistic semiclassical result. Indeed,
haveG05D05 i«, F0→0, andu→`. The density of states
is determined byh1,

N~«!5
2

d1
(

k52`

`
~21!kgesc

2

~2ik«1gesc!
2

. ~51!

This result is equivalent to the semiclassical expression
the density of states in the Andreev grain,

N~«!5
2

d1

p2gesc
2

4«2

coshpgesc/2«

sinh2pgesc/2«
, ~52!

FIG. 4. The density of states for different values of mean f
time t0 is presented. In dirty metal grain (t0gesc!1) the density of
states is described by a random matrix theory@solid line#. As the
strength of disorder decreases, the gap size decreases and the
the density of states smoothes. The cases of moderate diso
t0gesc50.7, and weak disorder,t0gesc510, are shown by a dotted
and dash-dotted lines, respectively.@The density of states fo
t0gesc50.7 is shown only near the gap.# Only in the semiclassica
limit the density of states has no gap, although it is exponenti
suppressed at small energy.

FIG. 5. The gap energyEg as a function of the mean free tim
t0 is shown by a solid line.
11533
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which was derived in Ref. 19. At large energy, the density
states in the clean semiclassical system approaches its v
in the normal state according to

N~«!5
2

d1
S 11

p2

24

gesc
2

«2 D . ~53!

In the opposite limit,«t0!1 andgesct0!1, we neglect
series in Eq.~42b! for h1,2, since the series are of the seco
order in gesct0. To the zeroth order in«t0 and gesct0 the
self-consistency equation, Eq.~42b!, is satisfied by arbitrary
u. Keeping the first-order terms in«t0 andgesct0, we obtain
the equation foru,

i«5gesccoshu tanh
u

2
~54!

and the expression for the density of states

N~«!5
2

d1
Re$tanhu%. ~55!

Equations~54! and~55! are equivalent to Eqs.~36! and~37!
after the substitutionu52ic. We conclude, that the densit
of states to the lowest order in«t0 andgesct0 corresponds to
the random matrix theory result, see Eqs.~38! and ~39! and
Ref. 20.

The most drastic difference between the density of sta
corresponding to different values of the mean free timet0
appears at small energy, see Figs. 4 and 5. This differe
was discussed in Refs. 18–20,22–24. Here, we empha
that the difference exists even at high-energy. Compar
Eqs.~39! and~53!, we notice that already the lowest order
gesc/« term differs by a numerical factor ofp2/12. In gen-
eral, a high energy asymptote«@gescof the density of states
can be written in the form

N~«!'
2

d1
S 11w~«t0!

gesc
2

2«2D , ~56a!

wherew(«t0) is

w~y!5ReH 112i 22y2p2y2/12

~11 iy !2 J . ~56b!

We observe, that transition from the dirty limit,«t0!1, to
the clean limit,«t0@1, occurs at energy of the order of th
scattering rate«;1/t0.

We discuss the difference between the high-energy lim
of the semiclassical and the random matrix theory21 results in
more details. Mathematically, the different coefficient
front of «2/gesc

2 in Eqs. ~39! and ~53! may be attributed to
((21)k/k2 over k, when the random matrix theory result
obtained only from the first term of the sum, while the sem
classical result corresponds to(k51

` (21)k/k252p2/12. We
argue that this mathematical difference between Eqs.~39!
and ~53! has a physical meaning.

In the semiclassical limit, the energy levels in the gra
are usually interpreted as standing waves along class
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M. G. VAVILOV AND A. I. LARKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 115335 ~2003!
trajectories.18,19 Alternatively the contribution to the densit
of states may be explained as the effect of interference
repetitive motion of electron-hole pairs along a classical
jectory, see Eq.~51!. A scattering-off impurities switches
electrons and holes between different trajectories and
stroys the interference effect of such repetitive motion. D
to the scattering, an electron-hole pair travels along any
jectory only once, and the sum overk in Eq. ~51!—the num-
ber of repetitions—is limited tok561.

IV. QUANTUM CHAOS

In this section, we consider a clean metal grain with c
otic smooth potential and consider the effect of quantum
fraction on electron density of states.

A. Qualitative discussion

In quantum-mechanics electron propagation is descri
by the evolution of a wave packet. The electron Gree
function, see Eq.~7!, at some pointx of the phase space i
actually determined by averaging over a set of wave fu
tions, which constitute a wave packet with center of mas
point x. In this sense, the effect of quantum diffraction
similar to the effect of disorder. We emphasize, however, t
the quantum diffraction mixes wave functions of electro
hole pairs at close points of the phase space within a mini
wave packet, see below. On the contrary, scattering-off p
impurities in disordered system mixes electron-hole wa
functions propagating in completely different direction
Thus, the scattering-off point impurities results in the mixi
of distant points of the phase space.

First, we estimate the size of a typical wave packet in
phase space and then discuss the effect of chaotic dyna
on the electron Green’s function.

We consider a wave packet, which consists of t
electron-hole pairs, traveling from pointsC8 andA8 to points
B8 andD8 in Fig. 6. The width of the wave packet isdr and
pairs’ momenta are misaligned within angledf, so that the
momentum distribution of the wave packet has widthp'

5pFdf, wherepF52p\/lF is the Fermi momentum andlF
is the Fermi wavelength. According to the uncertainty pr
ciple, we havep'dr;2p\. Taking into account the relation
dr'Ldf, see Fig. 6, we obtain

fmin5AlF /L, rmin5AlFL, ~57!

for the momentum deviation angle and for the coordin
width of a minimal wave packet, respectively.

The Eilenberger equation, Eq.~9!, for a clean system doe
not describe quantum diffraction. The way to mimic quantu
diffraction is to introduce small angle scattering potenti
see Refs. 7 and 9. This scattering introduces mixing, or ‘
teraction,’’ between electron-hole wave functions, which a
proach each other within a small distance in the phase sp
described by Eqs.~57!. The small-angle scattering sup
presses the oscillating components of the Green’s funct
and destroys the semiclassical description of electron-h
motion in the system.
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We develop the application of the method of small-an
potential to calculations of density of states in Andreev b
liard in Appendix A, using the technique developed in Ref.
Below in the text, we utilize somewhat more intuitive a
proach. We represent the Green’s function in the Riccati
rameterization, see Eq.~15! and rewrite it in terms of well
defined series ina6

k («,x). To include the effect of quantum
diffraction, we identify powers ofa6(«,x) as weighted av-
erage over the minimal wave packet of the electron-h
pairs, see Fig. 6,

a6
k ~«,x!→^a6

k ~«,x!&5)
i 51

k E P~x2xi !a6~«,xi !dxi .

~58!

FunctionP(x2x8) represents the coordinate and moment
distribution within a minimal wave packet and vanishes f
on coordinate scale ofrmin or for momentum deviation on
angle larger thandfmin , see Eq.~57!. A detailed form of the
functionP(x2x8) is not important, since, as we show belo
the density of states depends logarithmically on the width
the functionP(x2x8).

In chaotic system the distance between two trajecto
grows exponentially in timet: r(t)5rminexp(lt) and f(t)
5fminexp(lt), wherel.0 is the Lyapunov exponent of th
classical chaotic motion. Consequently, even though the
of the wave packet is initially small, time evolution leads
the spreading of the wave packet over the phase space.
erally, the spreading of the wave packet is characterized
the Ehrenfest timetE. The Ehrenfest time shows how long
takes for a wave packet to spread over the whole phase s
of the system and is equal to

tE5
1

l
ln

L

lF
5

2

l
ln

L

rmin
. ~59!

FIG. 6. Figure ~a! representsa1
2 («,x)a2

2 («,x) for the case,
when the interference exists. The low figure corresponds to th
dependent propagation of two electron-hole pairs. Indeed, if
pair is Andreev reflected at pointD, the other is normal reflected a
point B and the paths, along which these two pairs travel fro
points B8 and D8, are different by a length of order ofl esc. The
pathsAA8, BB8, CC8, and DD8 are straitened and the electron
hole pairs have multiple reflections on the dot normal boundar
while they are moving along these paths.
5-10
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QUANTUM DISORDER AND QUANTUM CHAOS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115335 ~2003!
We argue, however, that the relevant time scale for the p
lem of proximity effect in Andreev billiards depends on th
size of the contactb and is given by

tE5
1

l
ln

b

rmin
5

tE

2
2

1

l
ln

L

b
. ~60!

The second term in the right-hand side of Eq.~60! may be
omitted, since it contains a logarithm of macroscopic para
etersb andL. Nevertheless, we explain the appearance of
scaleb as follows. If electron propagates from pointsB8 or
D8 along trajectoriesB8B or D8D, see Fig. 6~a!, for time
smaller thantE, the spreading of the initial wave packet
smaller than the sizeb of the SN contact and the two trajec
tories ends nearly simultaneously at pointsB andD. We con-
clude that the contribution of electron-hole wave functions
the electron Green’s function originates from coherent m
tion of electron-hole pairs along these two trajectories. T
coherent contribution may be viewed as a repetitive mot
along the same trajectory, see the text at the end of
III B 2.

On the other hand, if electron propagates alongB8B and
D8D for time longer thantE, the wave packet spreads on th
scale larger than the sizeb of the SN contact. As shown in
Fig. 6b, although the electron-hole pair traveling alongD8D
experiences Andreev reflection at pointD, the other pair
travels alongB8B and misses the SN contact. It continues
motion further from pointB and explores the phase spac
different from the one reached by theD8D trajectory. Thus,
even though the wave packet originates from the contri
tion of electron-hole wave functions at close points in t
phase space, the corresponding wave functions are quite
ferent, since they represent motion in distant parts of
phase space. The averaging over the wave packet lea
appearance of a component of the Green’s function, p
duced from different parts of the system phase space, kn
as a ‘‘zero mode.’’

We expect that if the Ehrenfest timetE is much longer
than the time of electron propagation along a typical traj
tory, then the electron Green’s function may be determin
by semiclassical methods, see Refs. 18 and 19, while in
opposite limit of shorttE, the quantum diffraction destroy
the repetitive modes and leads to strong coupling betw
electron-hole wave functions from distant parts of the ph
space. In this sense, motion of electron-hole pairs in syst
with short tE!tesc actually coincides with motion in disor
dered systems, and the random matrix result20 describes the
density of states, see Sec. III B 1.

B. Quantitative analysis

In this section, we perform an analytical analysis of t
density of states in clean chaotic Andreev billiards. First,
consider the high-energy limit«@gesc, when the perturba-
tion theory is applicable. In the perturbation theory, we ide
tify the relevant features of the Eilenberger equation fo
description of motion of electron-hole pairs in the regime
11533
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quantum chaos. Next, we construct a self-consistency e
tion, which determines the density of states at arbitrary
ergy «;gesc.

1. High-energy limit

As we showed in Sec. III B 2, the density of states
disordered systems approaches the normal density of s
asgesc

2 /«2 at large energy«@gesc, but the coefficient of this
asymptote depends on the strength of disorder, characte
by the mean free timet0, see Eq.~56b!. A similar asymptotic
behavior exists in quantum chaotic systems and now the
efficient depends on the value of the Ehrenfest timetE. To
prove this statement, we calculate the density of state
high energy («@gesc).

We use the Riccati parameterization of the Green’s fu
tion and apply Eq.~58! for calculation of powersa6(«,x) at
coincident points, which appear in the expression for
density of states, see Eq.~17!. A more formal derivation with
Perron-Frobenius differential operator is presented in App
dix A.

The density of states is determined by the sum
^a1

k («,x)&^a2
k («,x)& over all positive integerk. Here(•••)

stands for the averaging over the phase space of electro
the grain, while^•••& denotes averaging within a minima
wave packet according to Eq.~58!. We observe thata1

k («,x)
and a2

k («,x) are mutually independent, since the corr
sponding electron-hole pairs move in completely differe
parts of the phase space, approaching pointx from two op-
posite directions@notice the different signs before the Liou
ville operators in Eqs.~16!#. Due to independence o
a1

k («,x) anda2
k («,x), we write

^a1
k ~«,x!&^a2

k ~«,x!&5^a1
k ~«,x!&^a2

k ~«,x!&, ~61!

so that the density of states in the grain is determined by
product of^a1

k («,x)& and ^a2
k («,x)&.

We start with calculation of the averages of electron-h
wave functionsea6(«,x). We integrate both sides of Eq
~16! over the phase space of electrons in the grainVgVd . As
we already mentioned, the scattering term vanishes afte
tegration, see Eq.~18!. The integral ofLcma6(«,x) reduces
to the values ofa6(«,x) at the SN contact. At«@gesc, only
the contribution from the trajectory terminal with restrain
value of a6(«,z) is important, since the unrestrained valu
of a6(«,z) at the SN contact oscillates fast and thus av
ages out. We obtain

a6~«,x!'
gesc

2i«
. ~62!

Next, we calculate the contribution to the density
states from thek52 term in Eq. ~17!, ^a1

2 («,x)&, to the
second order ingesc/«. We show that this term behaves di
ferently in semiclassical and quantum mechanics. Part
larly, the quantum diffraction destroys the semiclassical c
tribution to the density of states, originating from th
repetitive motion.
5-11
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M. G. VAVILOV AND A. I. LARKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 115335 ~2003!
A similar problem was solved in Ref. 7, where the wea
localization correction to the conductance of quantum c
otic systems was studied. It was shown that the we
localization correction originates as a result of quant
diffraction which couples Cooperon and diffusion mode
Following the technique, developed in Refs. 7 and 9,
introduce new functionsA2

6(«,x1 ,x2) with arbitrary sepa-
rated pointsx15(r1 ,n1) andx25(r2 ,n2),

A2
6~«,x1 ,x2!5a6~«,x1!a6~«,x2!. ~63!

We are interested in the limit of small relative anglef
between vectorsn1 and n2 within a minimal wave packet
Eq. ~57!. We change variables fromx1 andx2 to the coordi-
nates of the center of massR5(r11r2)/2,N'(n11n2)/2
~for ufu!1! and to the relative coordinatesr5r12r2 andf.
Under the conditionufu!1, the vector of relative distancer
is perpendicular to the direction ofN and we refer to it
through its projectionr on the axis perpendicular toN. At
ufu!1 the equation forA2

6(«,x1 ,x2) in new variables is

@4i«7Lcm2L~r,f!#A2
6~«,R,N,r,f!50, ~64!

where

Lcm5vFN
]

]R
2

1

pF

]Us

]R

]

]N
~65a!

is the part of the Liouville operator describing the motion
the center of mass, and

L~r,f!5vFf
]

]r
2

1

pF

]2Us

]R'
2

r
]

]f
~65b!

is the Liouville operator of relative motion of two electron
hole pairs.

We averageA2
6(«,R,N,r,f) over the position of cente

of massN andR in the phase space. Integration of the se
ond term with the Liouville operatorLcm by parts gives val-
ues ofA2

6 at the boundaries. Particularly, due to the boun
ary conditions, see Table I, for outgoing electronsa6(«,z
5 l )51 and we haveA2

1(«,R,N,r,f)51 at the SN contact
providedNns,0 (ns is a normal vector to the SN inerface!.
In the opposite limitNns.0, the value ofA2

1(«,R,N,r,f)
is unrestrained. Similar analysis provides values
A2

2(«,R,N,r,f) at the SN contact. We introduce notatio
s25^A2

6&sn/A2
6 for the ratio of the average unrestricte

value A2
6 at the SN contact,̂A2

6&sn, to the average ofA2
6

over the whole phase space. We obtain

S 4i«1
s2

tesc
7L~r,f! DA2

6~«,r,f!5
1

tesc
. ~66!

At high energys2'1. The Liouville operatorL~r,f! in Eq.
~66! can be rewritten in new variablesz andx, introduced as

z5
1

2
ln

f2L21r2

L2
, x5arctan

fL

r
. ~67!
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As was shown in Ref. 7, the variablex is irrelevant for
quantity A2

6(«,r,f), described by a solution of Eq.~66!.
Indeed, we represent evolution of the wave packet in timt,
which is a conjugate variable to energy variable« in the
left-hand side of Eq.~66!, see Fig. 7. The characteristic sca
of the wave packet, represented by the variable exp(z) grows
in time as exp(lt) with the Lyapunov exponentl. A particu-
lar configuration of the wave packet is described by varia
x, which significantly fluctuates as the wave packet explo
the phase space and gets averaged out after integration oA2

6

over a position of the center of mass.@Actually this averag-
ing occurs at ergodic time scale, which is much shorter th
any other time scale in the problem.# The fluctuations of the
Lyapunov exponentl may also be taken into account. Th
resulting form of Eq.~66! is7

S 4i«1gesc2l
]

]z
2

l2

2

]2

]z2D A2
6~«,z!5gesc, ~68!

wherel is the average value of the Lyapunov exponent o
the electron phase space in the grain andl2 represents the
deviation of Lyapunov exponent for different points of th
phase space, see Ref. 7 for more details.

As the size of the wave packet reaches the size of the
contact b, and z; ln b/L, the a6(«,x) functions in
A2

6(«,x1 ,x2) become independent. Indeed, these functio
are solutions of the Eilenberger equation along different
jectories of significantly varying lengths. We may write th
following boundary condition:

A2
6~«,z5 ln b/L !5a6~«,x!2, ~69!

where a6(«,x) is the average ofa6(«,x) over the phase
space and is given by Eq.~62!. @We should distinguish the
averagea6(«,x) and the zero mode components of t
Green’s function. More precisely, the right-hand side of E
~69! contains the zero mode value ofa6(«,x), as we will
discuss in the following section. At high energy«@gescboth
quantities are equal.#

FIG. 7. Evolution of the wave packet in time. The ellipse re
resents the wave packet in the phase space. The variablez deter-
mines the size of the ellipse~its diagonal!, while the angle variable
x determines the shape of the ellipse. The dashed line int-r plane
represents the Lyapunov divergence of two trajectoriesr(t)
5rminexp(lt) with the Lyapunov constantl.
5-12
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QUANTUM DISORDER AND QUANTUM CHAOS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115335 ~2003!
To solve Eqs.~66! and~69!, we representA2
6(«,r,f) as a

sum of two functions,

A2
6~«,r,f!5A2,b

6 ~«!1A2,q
6 ~«,z!, ~70!

where

A2,b
6 ~«!5

gesc

4i«1gesc
'

gesc

4i«
~71!

is a solution of Eq.~68! without any boundary condition
imposed andA2,q

6 («,z) is a solution of homogeneous equ
tion Eq. ~68! with certain boundary conditions atz5 ln b/L,
so thatA2

6(«,z) in the form of Eq.~70! satisfies Eq.~69!.
A general solution of the homogeneous Eq.~68! was

found in Ref. 7 in the limitgesc,«!l,

w~v,z!5expF S iv

l
1

l2v2

2l3 D zG , ~72!

with v54«2 igesc. Taking into account the boundary con
ditions, we find

A2,q
6 ~«,z!5~a6~«,x!22A2,b

6 ~«!!w~4«2 igesc,z2 ln b/L !.
~73!

This equation describes the Lyapunov divergence of c
sical trajectories, once a finite displacement between two
jectories was created by quantum diffraction. As was d
cussed in Ref. 7, Eq.~72! neglects the effect of quantum
diffraction and a more accurate solution for the functi
w(v,z) is needed.7 Indeed, according to Eq.~17!, the density
of states contains termA2

6(«,r,f), taken at coincident
points, i.e.,r,f→0. This limit corresponds toz→2`, when
w(«,z→2`)50. The latter equation means that the effe
of quantum diffraction, which couples Green’s functions
different semiclassical trajectories is not described by
Eilenberger equation without scattering term (1/tq50). The
scattering term modifies the equation for functionw(«,z),
see Appendix for details. We argue that instead of working
the limit z→2`, within a logarithmic accuracy we can av
erage quantityA2

6(«,r,f) over r and f within a minimal
wave packet, Eq.~57!. We write

G2~«!5 K wS 4«2 igesc,z2 ln
b

L D L . ~74!

Performing averaging over the minimal wave packet

^w~v,z!&;E w~v,z!e2(f2L21r2)/2rmin
2

dfdr,

with z5 lnA(f2L21r2)/b2, we obtain

G2~«!5expS 2gesctE24i«tE2
8l2«2

l2
tED ~75!

andtE5(1/l)ln b/rmin is the Ehrenfest time, defined by E
~60!. Combining Eqs.~62!, ~71!, and~73!, we find
11533
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^A2
6~«,z!&5

gesc

4i«
$12G2~«!% ~76!

to the lowest order ingesc/«.
Equation~76! has a simple interpretation. FunctionG2(«)

is the probability amplitude, that two electron-hole pairs, i
tially situated within the same minimal wave packet at po
x of the phase space, escape the grain independently. In o
words, G2(«) is the probability amplitude that a minima
wave packet, constructed at pointx expand to sizeb of the
contact before it leaves the grain. Consequently, 12G2(«) is
the probability amplitude for the wave packet to leave t
grain before it decays due to quantum diffraction.

We generalize the above calculations of^Ak52
6 & for arbi-

trary integerk.1. We define34

Ak
6~«,$xi%!5)

i 51

k

a6~«,xi ! ~77!

and write the equation forAk
6(«,$xi%), averaged over the

center of mass of variables$xi%,

S 2ki«1
1

tesc
7L~r,f! DAk

6~«,r,f!5
1

tesc
, ~78!

which is a generalization of Eq.~66! to arbitraryk. Here the
variablesr5$r i% and f5$f i% constitute a set of 2(k21)
variables. We argue that 2k23 of these variables determin
the relative position ofk electron-hole pairs within the cor
responding wave packet and thus are irrelevant, while
variable determines the scale of the wave packet in the ph
spacez5 ln(L2(fi

21ri
2)/2, see Fig. 7. When the wave pack

reaches the size of the SN contact, the wave functions
electron-hole pairsa6(«,xi) become independent and w
have the boundary conditionz5 ln b/L,

Ak
6~«,z5 ln b/L !5a6~«,x!k}

gesc
k

~ i«!k
. ~79!

Following further along the steps of calculations
^A2

6(«,z5 ln b/L)&, we obtain to the lowest order ingesc/«

^Ak
6~«,z!&5

gesc

2ik«
$12Gk~«!%, ~80!

with

Gk~«!5expS 2gesctE22ik«tE2
2k2l2«2

l2
tED . ~81!

Using Eq. ~17! we obtain the density of states at larg
energy,«@gesc in the form

N~«!5
2

d1
F11

gesc
2

2«2 S 12 (
k52

`
~21!k

k2

3ReH12expF2S 2ik«1gesc1
2k2l2«2

l2 D tEG J 2D G .

~82!
5-13
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M. G. VAVILOV AND A. I. LARKIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 115335 ~2003!
We found that the averages of functions^a1
k («,r ,n)& are

expressed in terms ofGk(«). Particularly, functionG2(«)
also appears in the expressions for~i! the weak-localization
correction to the conductivity,7 ~ii ! level statistics correlation
function,8 ~iii ! noise of a current through a chaotic cavity.9

FunctionsGk(«) oscillate with a period proportional to
tE

21 . Similar oscillations were found in the weak
localization correction to the conductivity7 and in the energy
level statistics.8 The origin of these oscillations has the fo
lowing explanation. The effect of quantum diffraction can
neglected for motion at time shorter than the Ehrenfest ti
Nevertheless, the diffraction effects appear nearly insta
neously, with characteristic turn-on time equal tol21, as
time of motion approaches the Ehrenfest time. Thus, we
separate two types of contributions to the Green’s functi
One contribution represents semiclassical motion
electron-hole pairs and is responsible for oscillations in
density of states in the phase space. The other contributio
a constant in phase-space component of the Green’s func
which corresponds to the zero mode.

To illustrate the oscillations of the density of states,
plot the tail of the density of statesN~«! at large energies
«@gesc for tE51.5tesc, shown by a solid line in Fig. 8. Fo
comparison, we also plot the density of states for the rand
matrix limit ~dashed line! and semiclassical limit~dash-
dotted line!.

We emphasize that it is the sharp turn-on of the effects
quantum diffraction at the Ehrenfest time leads to osci
tions of the density of states. Fluctuations of the Lyapun
exponent suppress these oscillations. Indeed, the Lyapu
exponent varies for different points of the phase space an
fluctuations affect functionsGk(«) through the term
l2«2tE/l2. Thus for small energies,«!Al2/l2tE, we can
disregard fluctuations of the Ehrenfest time. As energy
creases, the oscillations of the density of states become
pressed, see Eq.~82!. We also notice that in the quantum
disorder, the process of scattering-off impurities is Pois
nian, and fluctuations of the free path of the order of
mean free path itself. Consequently, oscillations of the d
sity of states in disordered systems are absent, see Eqs.~56!.

2. Arbitrary energy

Although the high-energy expansion cannot be applied
the calculation of the density of states at energy compar

FIG. 8. The tail of the density of states at high energy,«
@gesc. The density of states, described by Eq.~82! for tE

51.5tesc, is shown by a solid line. The semiclassical density
states,tE→` is shown by dash-dotted line, and the random ma
theory result,tE→0, is presented by a dashed line.
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with the escape rategesc, exactly the same mechanism o
quantum diffraction is responsible for the appearance of
gap in the density of states.

Equation forAk
6(r,f) becomes significantly simplified

after averaging over the phase space of the grain. Never
less, this averaging happens on time scale of the orde
ergodic timeterg. If we are interested in the properties of th
spectrum at energy much smaller than the Thouless en
ETh ~the latter is equal to the inverse ergodic timeETh

5terg
21), we can assume that the motion of electron-hole pa

constituting Ak
6(r,f), is described by equation, average

over irrelevant coordinates,

S 2i«k2
]

]z
2l

]

]z
2

l2

2

]2

]z2D Ak
1~«,z,z!50. ~83!

Here, z stands for a coordinate of the center of mass o
wave packet. As we already discussed, the term]2/]z2 rep-
resents fluctuations of the Laypunov exponent and is imp
tant at large energy«;Al/tE. Below we neglect this term.

The functionAk
1(«,z,z) is defined at 0,z,l, where l is

the length of a trajectory, and has the boundary condit
Ak

1(«,l ,z)51 at z5 l , see Table I. The other boundary co
dition exists atz5 ln b/L, which represents the statistical in
dependence of electron-hole wave functions, separated
distanceb. We say about these functions that they correspo
to a zero mode ā. Thus, the boundary condition i
Ak

6(«,z,z5 ln b/L)5āk, see Fig. 9.
We write the solution to Eq.~83! as

Ak
1~«,z,z!5āke2ik«(z2 ln b/L)/luS z2 ln b/L

l
2z1 l D

1e2ik«(z2 l )uS z2 l 2
z2 ln b/L

l D . ~84a!

f

FIG. 9. The dynamics of a minimal wave packet, initially sit
ated at pointP or P8 is describe by the characteristics~dashed lines!
of Eq. ~83! are presented inz2z. The boundary conditions are
defined at the terminal of the characteristics. If characteristic in
sectz5 ln b/L at z, l , we say that the electron-hole wave functio
at the intersection are described by a zero mode solut

Ak
1(«,z, ln b/L)5āk(«), while if the characteristics ends at the S

contact, the boundary condition isAk
1(«,l ,z)51.
5-14
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QUANTUM DISORDER AND QUANTUM CHAOS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115335 ~2003!
Repeating the above analysis forAk
2(«,x,z), we obtain

Ak
2~«,z,z!5āke2ik«(z2 ln b/L)/luS z2 ln b/L

l
2z D

1e2ik«zuS z2
z2 ln b/L

l D . ~84b!

The density of states is described by a solution of Eil
berger equation, represented in the form of series
a6

k («,x). According to Eq.~58!, the quantum diffraction
leads to a finite separation between pointsxi in the expres-
sion for a6

k («,x). The separation is determined byrmin and
fmin defined by Eq.~57!. We conclude, that the Green
function may be represented as a sum of functio
Ak

6(«,z, ln rmin /L) over all positive integersk, see Eqs~58!
and ~77!.

The functions

a1~«,z!5H exp@2i«~z2 l !#, l 2tE,z, l

a0 , 0,x, l 2tE, ~85a!

a2~«,z!5H exp~22i«z!, 0,z,tE

a0 , tE,z, l ~85b!

allow us to rewrite the sum forĜ(«,z) in terms ofAk
6(«,z,z)

in a more compact form of Eq.~15!. We introduced a new
notationa0 for the zero mode, related toā by the following
equation a05e22i«tEā. The functions a6(«,x) have all
properties we discussed above. They satisfy the boun
conditions at one terminal of a classical trajectory see Ta
I, and coincide with semiclassical solutions of the Eile
berger equation at small distancez&tE or l 2z&tE from
this terminal, when the quantum diffraction effects may
disregarded. As an electron travels for time interval equa
the Ehrenfest time,tE, the quantum scattering suppress
the oscillations anda6(«,z) jumps to a zero mode valuea0.

Using Eqs.~85! to calculate the density of states at lar
energy,«@gesc, we obtain the result of Eq.~82!. Indeed, by
direct averaging ofa6(«,x) in the form given by Eqs.~85!,
and comparing the result with Eq.~62!, we find a0

5e22i«tEgesc/(2i«), and then again integratinga6
k («,x)

over the phase space we reproduce Eq.~80!, apart of the term
l2«2tE/l2, which is important only at the extremely larg
energy«*Al/tE.

Below we perform the self-consistent calculations of t
Green’s function in the Riccati parameterization, Eq.~15!,
with functionsa6(«,x) given by Eqs.~85!. Within the An-
sätze of Eqs.~85!, there exists only one parametera0, which
completely determines the Green’s function in the grain. T
single parameter can be found with the help of Eq.~18!.
Indeed, we substituteg(«,x) and f («,x) in terms of the Ric-
cati variablesa6(«,x), write a05exp(22ic) and obtain the
following equation forc:
11533
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tanc5
«

gesc
S e2gesctE

cos 2c
12~12e2gesctE!cos 2c D

12e2gesctEsin 2c ln
cosc

cos~c2«tE!

1E
tE

2tE
gesce

2gesc( l 2tE)H sin«~2tE2 l !

cos« l

12 sin 2c ln
cosc

cos@c1«~ l 2tE!#J dl. ~86!

RepresentingĜ(«,x) in terms of functionsa6(«,z), we
find the density of states from Eq.~8!,

N~«!5
2

d1
Fp2gesc

2

«2 S (
n50

N1*

~n11/2!e2pgesc(n11/2)/«

1 (
n5N1* 11

N2*

~2tE«/p2~n11/2!!e2pgesc(n11/2)/«D
1e22gesctEImH tan 2c1 ln

cos~c2«tE!

cos~c1«tE!J
1E

tE

2tE
gesce

2gescl ImH ln
cos@c2«~ l 2tE!#

cos@c1«~ l 2tE!#J dlG .

~87!

Here, Nj* 5 int( j «tE/p21/2) is the integer part of
j «tE/p21/2. The terms in the first line of Eq.~87! originate
from purely ballistic contributions of the electron Green
function, while the term, containing tanh 2c, represents the
contribution of the zero mode. The remaining terms descr
the contribution from the parts of the phase space, wh
both the zero mode and ballistic solutions for the electr
hole wave pairs are intermixed. In the semiclassical lim
only the first term in the first line of Eq.~87! survives with
N1* →`, and thus coincides with Eq.~52!. In the quantum
limit, tE→0, only the term containing tanh 2c remains
in Eq. ~87!, and corresponds to the random matrix result
Eq. ~37!.

According to Eq.~87!, the density of states is always fi
nite at«.p/4tE, and is formed by at least the second te
of the first line of Eq.~82!. We investigate if the gap energ
Eg is smaller thanp/4tE, so that the density of states orig
nates from electron states described by the zero mode.

From Eq.~87!, we conclude that the density of states al
exists belowp/4tE as long as the solution to Eq.~86! has an
imaginary part. For small energies«, Eq. ~86! has real solu-
tions andN~«!50. As energy« increases, two solutions ap
proach each other and at certain value of energy«5Eg , they
are both equal to some valuecc . The energyEg is the gap
energy and the density of states has a square-root singul
just above the gap. Indeed, we can expand both sides of
~86! to the lowest order inc2cc and«2Eg . The expansion
in «2Eg linear, but expansion inc2cc is quadratic, since
5-15
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the first-order derivative of Eq.~86! with respect toc van-
ishes atcc , see Sec. III B 1 for a similar analysis.

Figure 10 demonstrates dependence of the energy gaEg
on the Ehrenfest timetE, shown by a solid line. To the
lowest order ingesctE the gap energy decreases linearly fro
the random matrix result,20 see also Eqs.~38! and ~39!,

Eg'Eg
rmt~120.23gesctE!. ~88!

The density of states aboveEg is given by

N~«!5
c

d1
A «

Eg
21, ~89!

where c'crmt(120.42gesctE). As the Ehrenfest time in-
creases, the energy-gap decreases and is given by the fo
ing asymptote attEgesc@1:

Eg'
p

4tE
S 12

1

tEgesc
D . ~90!

We plot the asymptote of Eq.~90! by a dotted line in Fig. 10.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered the effect of quantum dis
der and quantum chaos on electron density of states in
Andreev billiard—a metal grain or a semiconductor dot
irregular shape, connected to a superconductor.

First, we restate our assumptions about the conside
system and briefly review prior publications, discussing
lated systems. We study the density of states at ener
much smaller than the gap energy in the superconductor
the Thouless energyETh ~or the inverse ergodic timeterg).
The opposite limit, when the escape time is equal or less t
the ergodic time, was considered in Ref. 35 for Andre
billiard, in Refs. 31–33 for one-dimensional systems~wires!
and in Refs. 5 and 36 for bulk superconductors.

In our calculations, we use the exponential distributi
P( l ) of trajectory lengthsl, described by Eq.~47!. An analy-
sis of motion in classically chaotic systems shows deviat
of the distribution function from the exponential law due
anomalously long trajectories.37 The effect of these trajecto
ries on the density of states of an Andreev billiard was st

FIG. 10. The gap energyEg as a function of the Ehrenfest tim
tE is shown by a solid line. The dotted line represents the asymp
result for long Ehrenfest time,tEgesc@1, given by Eq.~90! and the
dashed straight line corresponds to the short Ehrenfest time l
tEgesc!1, see Eq.~88!.
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ied in Ref. 38 within semiclassical theory, when the con
bution of long trajectories is especially important. W
assume that the deviation from the exponential distribut
occurs at lengthsl longer than either the Ehrenfest time
the mean free time, and we neglected the contribution
anomalously long trajectories to the electron density
states.

We study only nonintegrable systems. The difference
tween integrable and chaotic nonintegrable systems was
amined for a quantum dot in Refs. 20 and 39.

We do not consider the effect of finite mean level spac
in the grain. The finite mean level spacing leads to mes
copic fluctuations of the energy levels, and particularly,
the fluctuations of the gap.40 The fluctuations of the energ
gap smear the square-root singularity of the density of sta
Eq. ~38b!, and produce an exponentially small tail of th
ensemble-average density of states below the gap energy
Refs. 32 and 40–42. Nevertheless, the corresponding s
for the gap fluctuations and the mean level spacing near
gap are determined by the following small energy sca
(d1

2gesc)
1/3!gesc. Significant fluctuations of the first-energ

level ~energy gap! occur in exponentially rare cases.32,40–42

We assume that the reflection at the contact with the
perconductor is described by the Andreev mechanism,
the contact has no tunnel barrier between the grain and
superconductor. The effect of finite barrier was studied
Ref. 20 in the random matrix limit, where it was shown th
a weak ~normal! reflection at the barrier does not qualit
tively change properties of the curve of the density of sta

We do not take into account the Coulomb interaction b
tween electrons in the grain responsible for the effects
zero bias anomaly and the Coulomb blockade. In our syst
the conductance of the SN contact is large~the number of
channelsN@1), and the Coulomb interaction may be disr
garded. The influence of the zero bias anomaly on proxim
effect was studied in Ref. 43, and the Coulomb blockade
small metal grain connected to a superconductor was stu
in Ref. 44.

We also assume that the repulsion in the Cooper cha
is sufficiently small and we disregard it. The effect of repu
sion was studied, for example, in Refs. 45–47.

The model of clean chaotic Andreev billiards, consider
in Sec. IV of our paper, was also recently addressed in R
24. According to Ref. 24, the energy gap and the density
states above the gap are determined by the random m
theory result20 with the appropriately modified number o
channels and the mean level spacing. Although the resu24

qualitatively coincide with ours, they are quantitatively d
ferent from our results, presented in Eqs.~88!–~90! and in
Fig. 10. We believe that the calculations20 within random
matrix theory are justified only astE→0, since these calcu
lations take into account only the zero mode. In general
we demonstrated in Sec. IV, the ballistic parts of trajector
at length smaller thantE, also known as Hikami boxes, giv
rise to a substantial contribution to both the density of sta
and the self-consistency equation. Consequently, Eqs.~86!
and~87! cannot be reduced by a change of mean level sp
ing and the number of channels to the random matrix the
equations of Ref. 20, see also Eqs.~36! and ~37! in Sec.

te

it,
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III B 1, and thus, the quantitative result of Ref. 24 is que
tionable.

The most interesting qualitative result of our work is t
oscillations48 of the density of states as a function of«tE.
@An oscillating character of the density of states near the
was also found in Ref. 23.# These oscillations are related
the contribution toN(«) from the ballistic part of the elec
tron Green’s function. Although the full length of differen
trajectories significantly varies, the Ehrenfest time is nea
the same for all long trajectories with lengthl .tE. Indeed,
even strong fluctuations of the Lyapunov exponent are a
aged out on time scale of the ergodic timeterg, resulting in
weak fluctuations of the Ehrenfest time. The fluctuations
the Ehrenfest time are important only at parametrically la
energies«}Al/tE and lead to suppression of the oscill
tions. Similar oscillations also exist in frequency depende
of the weak-localization correction to the conductivity7 and
the correlation function of electron energy levels.8

We notice that the oscillations discussed above should
be associated with the oscillations of the energy levels in
Wigner-Dyson statistics. The latter oscillations have a mu
smaller period~equal to the mean level spacing! than tE

21 .
The energy-level oscillations were studied in systems w
quantum disorder49 and with quantum chaos.50,51 Similar os-
cillations are also present in the density of states near the
with the period}d1

2/3gesc
1/3.40,32 In the present paper, we d

not take into account these oscillations, as well as other
soscopic effects.

The observation of oscillations in the density of sta
with period }tE

21 is the major distinguishing characterist
of quantum chaotic systems from disordered systems, s
in quantum disorder such oscillations are absent. The pe
of the oscillations may be used to estimate the Ehrenfest
and the Lyapunov exponent in each particular metal grai

In conclusion, our results allow us to describe t
classical-to-quantum crossover in the density of states of
dreev billiards. Methods, developed in this paper should a
be applicable to study this crossover in many other proble
of solid-state physics and optics.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we show how the small-angle scatter
term, which mimics the effect of quantum diffraction, ma
be used to obtain the results of Sec. IV B 1.

A small-angle scattering potential, with a typical scatt
ing anglefmin;AlF /L, leads to the following form of the
self-energy part of the Eilenberger equation:

Ŝ~«,r ,n!5
1

t0
Ĝ~«,r ,n!1

1

2tq
¹n

2Ĝ~«,r ,n!, ~A1!
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where we introduced the full mean free patht0,

1

t0
52pnniE uV~n2n8!u2

dn

Vd
, ~A2a!

and the transport timetq ,

1

tq
52pnniE uV~n2n8!u2un3n8u2

dn

Vd
. ~A2b!

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq.~A1! does not
contribute to the scattering term of the Eilenberger equat
The second term represents small-angle diffraction and
Eilenberger equation acquires the form with the Perr
Frobenius differential operator. For the two-dimension
electron system¹n5]/]f, wheref is the angle in the direc-
tion of n. We estimatetq andt0 below.

We use the Ricatti parameterization of the Green’s fu
tion, see Eq.~15!. For the scattering term of the Eilenberg
equation in the form of Eq.~A1!, we rewrite Eqs.~16! as

~2i«2L!a15
1

tq
S ¹n

2a12
2a2@“na1#2

11a1a2
D , ~A3a!

~2i«1L!a25
1

tq
S ¹n

2a22
2a1@“na2#2

11a1a2
D . ~A3b!

Here again, we omitted variables$«,x% of the functionsa6

5a6(«,x).
We notice that the average of the electron-hole wave fu

tion over the phase space is small at large energy«@gesc,
see Eq.~62!. This observation allows us to neglect nonline
terms in Eqs.~A3!, since these terms would contribute to th
higher than the second order ingesc/«. We write down equa-
tion for A2

6(«,x1 ,x2) using the linearized equations of mo
tion for a6(«,x), Eqs.~A3!.

F4i«7Lcm2L~r,f!1
1

2tq
¹f

2 GA2
6~«,R,N,r,f!50,

~A4!

whereLcm and L~r,f! are defined by Eqs.~65!. As we al-
ready mentioned, the nonlinear terms in the right-hand s
of Eqs.~A3! lead to higher terms ingesc/«.

After averaging over the position of the center of mass
the phase space, we obtain a counterpart of Eq.~66!,

S 4i«1s2gesc2Lr1
1

2tq
¹f

2 DA2
6~«,r,f!5gesc. ~A5!

Below we assume thats2'1. Introducing new variablesz
andx, according to Eq.~67!, and then averaging overx, we
arrive7 to the following equation forA2

6(v,z) with v54«
2 igesc,

F iv1l]z1
l2

2
]z

21
e22z

2tq
S 12g

2
]z

21g]zD GA2
65gesc,

~A6!

where]z5]/]z, andg is a numerical coefficient of order o
unity.7 Equation~A6! should be supplied with the boundar
5-17
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conditions atz5 ln b/L, determined by Eq.~69!. The solution
can be found as a superposition of two terms, see Eq.~70!.
One term,A2,b

6 («,z), is given by Eq.~71! and the other term
is given by

A2,q
6 ~«,z!5@a6~«,x!22A2,b

6 ~«!#
w~v,z!

w~v, ln b/L !
. ~A7!

Functionw(v,z) is a solution7 of homogeneous Eq.~A6!,

w~v,z!5expF S iv

2l
1

4l2v2

l3 D ln
ltq

ltqe
2z1g/2

G . ~A8!

Now solutions forA2
6(«,z) are regular functions asz→

2`, and correspondingly the product of two electron-ho
pairs, see Eq.~63!, can be found at coincident points.

An exact form and strength of small-angle scattering
tential is not important, since as we will show later, the de
sity of states depends on the strength of the potential onl
a logarithm of the ratio of the transport time of this potent
and the size of the SN contact. We will choose the strengt
the scattering potential so that at small time this poten
scattering would describe the quantum-mechanical diffr
tion effect. The scattering timetq may be estimated astq

5t0fmin
2 , compare Eqs.~A2a! and ~A2b!. We assume tha

lt0;1 ~since bothl andt0 are characterized by the sam
potential energy of electrons in the dot! and then we estimate
ltq;fmin

22 5L/lF , see Eqs.~A2a! and ~A2b!. Combining
Eqs.~69! and ~A7! and we obtain Eq.~76!.
r-

.M
-
o

.
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In conclusion, we discuss the meaning of Eq.~A8!.
Within logarithmic accuracy, the termltqe

2z1g/2 can be
replaced by max$ltqe

2z,g/2%. At large scalesr andf of a
wave packet,z.zc5 lnA2ltq /g, we can disregard the quan
tum diffraction, described by the last term in Eq.~A4!. In this
‘‘classical’’ approximation, we find

w~v,zc!5expF S iv

2l
1

4l2v2

l3 D ln
2ltq

g G . ~A9!

At smaller scales of the wave packet,z,zc or r21L2f2

&rmin
2 , the quantum diffraction overpowers the Lyapun

classical divergence of trajectories. Consequently, the fu
tion w(«,z) weakly depends on the scalez, see Eq.~A8!, and
we usew(«,z→2`)'w(«,zc). It is exactly this property of
the functionw(«,z) was used in Sec. IV B 1 of the prese
paper, when we usedw(«,zc) instead ofw(«,z→2`).

In this appendix, we used linearized Eqs.~A3!, which are
justified at high energy«@gesc. In general, functions
A2

6(«,z) are described by nonlinear Eqs.~A3!. Nevertheless,
the right-hand side of Eqs.~A3!, which contains nonlinear
terms, is necessary only to determine the functionw(«,z) at
small scale of the wave packet, i.e., forz,zc , and at already
at scalez.zc the right-hand side of Eqs.~A3! does not affect
the solution forw(«,z) within logarithmic accuracy. That is
why the nonlinear term is not important within logarithm
accuracy.

Within the same logarithmic accuracy, we use appro
mate solutions forAk

6(«,z) at z.zc for k>2 in Sec. IV B.
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